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When a freak blizzard cancels trick-or-treating (based on a true event), a Halloween-obsessed
nerd and his friends break the rules and go out, only to discover that a terrible curse has befallen
their town.‘Cold Spell’ is a fun, fast-paced story of friendship and supernatural adventure that will
appeal to fans of 'Hocus Pocus', ‘Goosebumps’, and anyone who believes that there is magic
just beyond the red and orange veiled woods.

From the author of the 2000 National Book Award winner, Homeless Bird, comes an evocative
glimpse into a chilling period in world history. Gloria Whelan manages to take the fly-on-the-wall
approach one step further in her latest piece of historical fiction. In Angel on the Square, a young
girl joins Russian Tsar Nikolai II, Empress Alexandra, and their children when her mother
becomes one of the empress's ladies-in-waiting. Katya Ivanova, as companion to the Romanov
children, has an insider's view of the crumbling of tsarist Russia from 1913 to 1918. Initially, life is
lavish and amusing for this young aristocrat, although her friend Misha's revolutionary ideas
often battle in her mind with her own loyalty to the tsar. Gradually, though, the world outside
begins to enter the palace walls, and Katya's life--along with that of all nobility--changes
forever.Whelan's balanced treatment of both sides of the Russian revolution is remarkably
accessible. Katya is an appealing protagonist; readers will hang on her every word as she is
transformed from a spoiled, sheltered child into a caring, hard-working adult. Young readers
couldn't ask for a better introduction to this terrifying, earthshaking epoch in history. (Ages 10
and older) --Emilie Coulter--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.From Publishers WeeklyWhelan (Homeless Bird) shows both sides of the Russian
revolution in a sympathetic light in this absorbing saga of an aristocratic girl. The novel opens in
1913, just before Katya goes to live with Tsar Nikolai II, when her widowed mother becomes lady-
in-waiting to the Empress. The royal couple and their children are like a second family to Katya.
Still, the heroine cannot completely support the tsar's treatment of his people. Guided by her
revolutionist friend, Misha, she witnesses the exploitation of workers in the city. Later, her
exposure to country peasants forces her to realize that her own noble family is partially
responsible for the peasants' suffering. On the other hand, Katya does not condone the violent
reaction to oppression that is sweeping across her beloved country. Tracing each stage of
Katya's enlightenment through intimate first-person narrative, Whelan brings immediacy to the
historical events, offering well-rounded depictions of characters and vivid descriptions of their
surroundings. The author sharply contrasts the luxurious conditions Katya enjoys in her early
adolescence with the meagerness of her life five years later at the revolution's end. The book's
uncomplicated language and sensitive treatment of political issues make it an excellent, vibrant
introduction to the cause and effects of Tsar Nikolai's fall. Ages 10-up.Copyright 2001 Cahners



Business Information, Inc.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.From School Library JournalGr 5-9-A balanced, if dispassionate, account of the Russian
Revolution. When the Empress invites her mother to be a lady-in-waiting, Katya, 12, moves to
the Alexander Palace where she serves as a companion to the Grand Duchess Anastasia.
Katya's "cousin" Misha has joined the student revolutionaries and disapproves of Katya's
defense and love of the tsar. When Nicholas II abdicates and the family is imprisoned in their
home, Katya and her mother are sent away from the family they love. With nowhere else to go,
they travel to their summer dacha only to find it has been destroyed. Living and working with the
local peasants, Katya works to build a new life from the ruins of the old, first by constructing a
cottage for her mother, then by going back to St. Petersburg with Misha to start a new life.
Brought up in wealth and luxury, she knows nothing of the hardships suffered by the Russian
people until shown by Misha, who provides glimpses into the lives of the revolutionaries, the
poor, and eventually the soldiers. As events unfold around her, Katya grows and changes, and is
able to survive in the world that emerges. While not as engaging as Homeless Bird
(HarperCollins, 2000)-the story is told with a very matter-of-fact, first-person narration-Angel on
the Square will attract readers, especially lovers of historical fiction. Pair it with Carolyn Meyer's
Anastasia: The Last Grand Duchess, Russia, 1914 (Scholastic, 2000) for younger readers and I
Am Anastasia (Harcourt, 1959; o.p.) for older readers who have fallen under the spell of the last
Grand Duchess.Lisa Prolman, Greenfield Public Library, MACopyright 2001 Cahners Business
Information, Inc.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From
BooklistGr. 6-10. As she does in Homeless Bird (2000), set in an Indian "city of widows,"
Whelan's latest novel explores less-traveled territory. This time she takes readers to 1913
Russia, and recreates the fall of the Russian empire through the perspective of a young
aristocrat. Twelve-year-old Katya lives a privileged life in St. Petersburg with her mother, Irina,
and teenage Misha, the orphaned son of a family friend. When Empress Alexandra invites Irina
to become her lady-in-waiting, the mother and daughter move into the household of Czar
Nicholas II, and Katya becomes a companion to the Czar's daughter, Anastasia. It's from this
vantage point that Katya witnesses her beloved country's descent into war, the Romanovs' loss
of power, and her own family's loss of wealth. Katya believes passionately in the Czar, having
seen his tenderness toward his family. But revolution-minded Misha opens her eyes to Russia
beyond the palace--poverty, striking workers, and unforgettable images of child laborers.
Historical details and descriptions of the opulence are deftly woven into the story, and Katya's
observations seem age-appropriate, with the expected vague, incomplete grasp of events. But
readers without background may have trouble putting the story's pieces together, and Katya's
detachment (she notices everything around her, but rarely invites readers into her emotional life)
may keep them at a distance. Even so, Katya's life is fascinating, and Whelan tells her story in a
way that will appeal to young people's fierce sense of justice and their penchant for pomp and
glamour. Gillian EngbergCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back CoverIn the fall of



1914, safe behind palace walls, Katya Ivanova sees St. Petersburg as a magical place.The
daughter of a lady-in-waiting to the Empress, Katya spends all her time with the Grand
Duchesses; the royal family feels like her own. But outside the palace, a terrible war is sweeping
through Europe, and Russia is beginning to crumble under the weight of a growing revolution.
Now, as Katya′s once-certain future begins to dissolve, she must seek to understand what is
happening to her beloved country and, for the first time in her life, take charge of her own
destiny.Ages 10+--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorGloria Whelan won
a National Book Award in 2000 for her novel Homeless Bird. She is the author of dozens of
books for young readers, including Goodbye, Vietnam; Hannah; and Next Spring an Oriole.--
This text refers to the audioCD edition.From AudioFileRasputin. Nicholas and Alexandra. Lenin.
Anastasia. GloriaWhelan weaves these distinguished Russians into a compelling storythat
provides middle school listeners with a glimpse of tumultuousRussia from 1913 to 1918.
Through the eyes of Katya, the daughter ofEmpress Alexandra's lady-in-waiting, the listener
experiences theforces that change her courtly life into one of searching for "realfreedom" in St.
Petersburg. Julie Dretzin gives voice to Katya with alight and gentle touch. As Katya's life is
enveloped by the royalfamily, Dretzin mirrors her wonder at the opulence surrounding her andher
naïveté about the growing unrest. When Katya and her motherreturn to the cottage of their
former servants, Dretzin expresses thewisdom that both enriches and saddens Katya's life. A.R.
©AudioFile 2003, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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COLD SPELL:The Halloween Curse of WinterhillOther Works ByJeff C.
CarterNovels:CriterionVarisaCollections:We Bleed Orange & BlackWe Bleed Black &
GreenBetween the TeethCOLD SPELLThe Halloween Curse of WinterhillJeff C.
CarterDedicationTo the Ring of Six, the Winter Council and the Candy Club. Thank you for
sledding the hills, making the movies and braving the long dark driveways with me.ContentsTitle
PageDedicationForewardPROLOGUECHAPTER ONECHAPTER TWOCHAPTER
THREECHAPTER FOURCHAPTER FIVECHAPTER SIXCHAPTER SEVENCHAPTER
EIGHTCHAPTER NINECHAPTER TENCHAPTER ELEVENCHAPTER TWELVECHAPTER
THIRTEENCHAPTER FOURTEENCHAPTER FIFTEENCHAPTER SIXTEENCHAPTER
SEVENTEENCHAPTER EIGHTEENCHAPTER NINETEENCHAPTER TWENTYCHAPTER
TWENTY-ONECHAPTER TWENTY-TWOCHAPTER TWENTY-THREECHAPTER TWENTY-
FOURCHAPTER TWENTY-FIVECHAPTER TWENTY-SIXCHAPTER TWENTY-
SEVENCHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHTCHAPTER TWENTY-NINECHAPTER THIRTYCHAPTER
THIRTY-ONESPOOKABULARYMONSTER MANUALAbout The AuthorForewardAhem.As I was
saying, (in the introduction to last year's 'We Bleed Orange & Black') this story was inspired by
the bizarre blizzards in New England that ruined Halloween, first in 1991 and again in 2011. Now
it is 2021, and I suspect that for some this will be yet another year without a Halloween.I live in
Los Angeles, but for this book I travelled back to New England, specifically the New England of
my childhood. Please forgive any references to the 80's. 'Stranger Things' merely adopted the
decade; I was born in it, molded by it. I didn't see nostalgia until I was already...ahem. I know that
references lose their luster over time, but I hope that the shine of my childhood memories may
remain.In my mind, the trees are dancing, gold and crimson, stirred by breaths of smoke and
cinnamon, and the honeyed afternoon takes its own sweet time to kiss the jack-o’-lantern
sunset.Yes, I remember the bad times. I remember feeling awkward and afraid, unwanted and
unseen. But I had a few friends. And we had Halloween.Now I have a child of my own. He loves
candy more than the spooky stuff, and that’s okay with me. There is so much more to this thing
of ours, Halloween. There is tradition, imagination, creativity, self-expression, self-discovery and
wonder. One day he’ll have his own ghosts to face, along with the hobgoblins of the larger world.
Whenever he needs a spark of bravery, I hope he remembers Halloween; skipping down dark
driveways, tip-toeing past scarecrows, and risking the unknown to bring back a bit of
sweetness.Perhaps you’ll do the same. Keep turning the pages. I’ll be right behind you. I’ve got
my flashlight and pillowcase. And we have Halloween.Jeff C. CarterLos Angeles 2021
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EIGHTCHAPTER NINECHAPTER TENCHAPTER ELEVENCHAPTER TWELVECHAPTER
THIRTEENCHAPTER FOURTEENCHAPTER FIFTEENCHAPTER SIXTEENCHAPTER
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TWENTY-ONECHAPTER TWENTY-TWOCHAPTER TWENTY-THREECHAPTER TWENTY-
FOURCHAPTER TWENTY-FIVECHAPTER TWENTY-SIXCHAPTER TWENTY-
SEVENCHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHTCHAPTER TWENTY-NINECHAPTER THIRTYCHAPTER
THIRTY-ONESPOOKABULARYMONSTER MANUALAbout The AuthorForewardAhem.As I was
saying, (in the introduction to last year's 'We Bleed Orange & Black') this story was inspired by
the bizarre blizzards in New England that ruined Halloween, first in 1991 and again in 2011. Now
it is 2021, and I suspect that for some this will be yet another year without a Halloween.I live in
Los Angeles, but for this book I travelled back to New England, specifically the New England of
my childhood. Please forgive any references to the 80's. 'Stranger Things' merely adopted the
decade; I was born in it, molded by it. I didn't see nostalgia until I was already...ahem. I know that
references lose their luster over time, but I hope that the shine of my childhood memories may
remain.In my mind, the trees are dancing, gold and crimson, stirred by breaths of smoke and
cinnamon, and the honeyed afternoon takes its own sweet time to kiss the jack-o’-lantern
sunset.Yes, I remember the bad times. I remember feeling awkward and afraid, unwanted and
unseen. But I had a few friends. And we had Halloween.Now I have a child of my own. He loves
candy more than the spooky stuff, and that’s okay with me. There is so much more to this thing
of ours, Halloween. There is tradition, imagination, creativity, self-expression, self-discovery and
wonder. One day he’ll have his own ghosts to face, along with the hobgoblins of the larger world.
Whenever he needs a spark of bravery, I hope he remembers Halloween; skipping down dark
driveways, tip-toeing past scarecrows, and risking the unknown to bring back a bit of
sweetness.Perhaps you’ll do the same. Keep turning the pages. I’ll be right behind you. I’ve got
my flashlight and pillowcase. And we have Halloween.Jeff C. CarterLos Angeles
2021PROLOGUEWinterhill, New England -1647The loyal elm tree kept watch over the old burial
ground. Its orange leaves rustled softly, careful not to disturb the sleepy darkness of the cold and
moonless night.Torchlight flared up and hissed, chasing the shadows from the graveyard. A
crowd of townspeople were marching up the hill and gathering beneath the tree with coiled
ropes and hardened hearts.Their first victim was an ancient stone gateway. The colossal stones
had crowned this peak since the plains below it were young. The mob lashed their ropes around
the mossy slabs and heaved. The arch had withstood the grinding crawl of centuries and the
endless gnawing of wind and rain. It resisted the townspeople with all its might, groaned and
then crashed to the earth. The thunder of it tore the last leaves from the elm and swooped down
to haunt the town with the echoes of its fury.The townspeople roared with victory and then
turned to their next victim; a towering woman in black. Her long white hair spilled over her face
like a frozen waterfall, and her cold pale eyes did not give her captors a single glance, even as
they looped the rough rope around her neck. Her eyes fell only upon the ruins of the ancient
gateway.A man with a grim and narrow face gripped a leather-bound book and shouted to the



crowd, "This witch tried to bring doom to our town with her wicked ways, but such devilry shall
never triumph!"The mob howled with glee and slung their rope over the quaking tree.He turned
and pointed at her. "Your coven has confessed! Our town is safe in the light of a new day,
Thuridur Grylasdottir, but you are hereby condemned! Be gone from this world, witch!"The mob
dragged the rope tight.Thuridur shrieked, "You cannot keep the dark at bay forever! One day I
shall return...to begin the Night Eternal!"She cackled like a flock of crows, laughing until she had
burned up the last breath in her body.The tree shuddered. The black tips of the witch's boots
scraped the dead grass and fell still.The frightened townspeople quickly tied the rope to the tree,
eager to be rid of it.The man raised the leather book and opened his mouth to give another
speech. He was interrupted by the crackle of falling bark.He looked up.The branch holding the
witch had started to rot. Frantic decay wormed through the trunk and consumed the entire elm
tree. Foul tar black ooze bubbled forth and wept over the townspeople.The panicked mob
shoved the man with the book over as they fled back down the hill.The tree twisted itself around
with a terrible gnashing growl. It hunched there, overlooking the town, waiting for the dark to
return.
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ground. Its orange leaves rustled softly, careful not to disturb the sleepy darkness of the cold and
moonless night.Torchlight flared up and hissed, chasing the shadows from the graveyard. A
crowd of townspeople were marching up the hill and gathering beneath the tree with coiled
ropes and hardened hearts.Their first victim was an ancient stone gateway. The colossal stones
had crowned this peak since the plains below it were young. The mob lashed their ropes around
the mossy slabs and heaved. The arch had withstood the grinding crawl of centuries and the
endless gnawing of wind and rain. It resisted the townspeople with all its might, groaned and
then crashed to the earth. The thunder of it tore the last leaves from the elm and swooped down
to haunt the town with the echoes of its fury.The townspeople roared with victory and then
turned to their next victim; a towering woman in black. Her long white hair spilled over her face
like a frozen waterfall, and her cold pale eyes did not give her captors a single glance, even as
they looped the rough rope around her neck. Her eyes fell only upon the ruins of the ancient
gateway.A man with a grim and narrow face gripped a leather-bound book and shouted to the
crowd, "This witch tried to bring doom to our town with her wicked ways, but such devilry shall
never triumph!"The mob howled with glee and slung their rope over the quaking tree.He turned
and pointed at her. "Your coven has confessed! Our town is safe in the light of a new day,
Thuridur Grylasdottir, but you are hereby condemned! Be gone from this world, witch!"The mob
dragged the rope tight.Thuridur shrieked, "You cannot keep the dark at bay forever! One day I
shall return...to begin the Night Eternal!"She cackled like a flock of crows, laughing until she had
burned up the last breath in her body.The tree shuddered. The black tips of the witch's boots
scraped the dead grass and fell still.The frightened townspeople quickly tied the rope to the tree,
eager to be rid of it.The man raised the leather book and opened his mouth to give another
speech. He was interrupted by the crackle of falling bark.He looked up.The branch holding the
witch had started to rot. Frantic decay wormed through the trunk and consumed the entire elm
tree. Foul tar black ooze bubbled forth and wept over the townspeople.The panicked mob
shoved the man with the book over as they fled back down the hill.The tree twisted itself around
with a terrible gnashing growl. It hunched there, overlooking the town, waiting for the dark to
return.CHAPTER ONESeptember had lasted forever, a sweaty green insult on the heels of a
muggy buggy summer. It reluctantly dropped a single red leaf on its way out, and only after it had
delivered the First Day of School. None of that mattered now; October had finally come to
Summerhill. It dashed through the little town like a candy-crazed child kicking up piles of
leaves.Summerhill was old, even for New England, and it seemed quite content to snuggle in its



quilt of red, yellow, orange and brown. The town rested against a slope of mossy granite and
puffed on a blend of rekindled chimneys, morning river mists and burning leaves. Dimming
sunlight rolled down its hills like caramel over a candy apple, slowly transforming the crisp and
delicious afternoon into something impossibly sweet.A rusty tractor bounced down a dirt road,
pulling a hay-filled wagon with two boys that bounced along inside it. Jim, a small sixth-grader
with toasted-blonde hair, took a deep drink of autumn air. Bryan, the pale boy next to him with
black bangs, sipped on a paper cup of cider.Jim wiggled in the scratchy hay. "It's almost
Halloween!"Bryan sipped from a second cup of cider. "Yeah!" He shook his head. "How can
cider be the best when it's hot...but also when it's cold?"Jim grabbed the edge of the wagon and
pinwheeled his legs. "Because everything here is the best! And this is going to be the best
Halloween ever!"Bryan pointed. "There they are!"The tractor turned towards a field filled with
endless rows of pumpkins.Jim reached out towards the distant orange dots. "Pumpkin
patch!"The hay ride crept forward. Jim stood up.The woman driving the tractor called back over
her shoulder. "Please stay put until we come to a complete stop."Jim bit his lip. "I can't. I can't
wait." He jumped out of the moving wagon.Bryan sighed and hopped out after him. "Sorry!"They
raced away, leaving a cloud of trail dust in their wake.Jim gasped, "Oh man!" The hot rainy
summer had yielded mountains of pumpkins that had buried the field with an avalanche of bright
orange growth. "It's an...'orange-alanche'."Bryan rubbed his chin. "More like a 'gourd-
slide'.""Wait!" Jim blurted, "a squash...uh..."Bryan snapped his fingers. "'Jack-o'lanche'!"Jim
frowned. "I was just gonna say that. Come on, let's get started." He pulled a wad of paper from
his back pocket. The pages were covered with dozens of jack-o'-lantern designs.He'd begged
his parents to take them to Hansen's Orchard a little early that year, which was always a little
earlier than the year before. Jim had very particular requirements for his pumpkins, and he liked
to get the first pick of the crop. He took a measuring tape from his front pocket, wrapped it
around a pumpkin and then said. "Nope."Bryan picked up an egg-shaped pumpkin. "I'll take this
one."Jim motioned for him to turn it around. "It's still kinda green on one side.""It's fine."Jim
scratched his poufy hair, which was full of hay. "Fine? I'm here to find the perfect pumpkin. It's
got to be here somewhere." He scampered back and forth across the pasture, muttering to
himself as he measured, stacked and balanced pumpkins like an obsessive scarecrow.Bryan
was familiar with the process. He set his egg-shaped pumpkin down, polished an apple on his
shirt and took a bite. He said, "David ought to be around here."Jim scoffed, "He's probably
stuffing his face with donuts." He saw the sour look on Bryan's face. "What? He gets donuts here
all the time. If he's not careful, he'll take the blue ribbon from Big Earl." He ducked down. "There
he is!"David strolled across the far side of the field, digging through a bag of donuts on his way
to the corn maze.Jim whispered, "Let's get him."Bryan would never tease David, but anyone
wandering around a corn maze was fair game for a jump scare."Check it out." Jim pointed to a
puddle of chunky orange goo buzzing with flies. Hansen's sold their pumpkins by the pound, but
they also had a special deal where you could pay up front and take as many as you could carry.
This must have saved them a lot of money on seeds, because the customers brave or foolish



enough to take the deal always left behind a trail of shattered gourds.Jim pulled a broken warty
pumpkin shell over his head. Bryan tucked his own head into his black sweatshirt and stuck
stalks of wilted brown corn in his sleeves.They shouldn't have been able to find him with their
heads covered; David knew the maze better than they did. His house was only a short bike ride
away, and he visited Hansen's bakery every chance he got. Jim and Bryan had one advantage,
however. David was the loudest person they knew.He was big for his age, and getting wider
every year. It didn't bother him, though; his mother had promised that a growth spurt would even
things out. He glanced down to brush a patch of powdered sugar from his shirt and walked into a
leaning stalk of corn. He yelped and slapped it away.The corn maze swayed and rustled around
him, creaking like a voice from a dried up husk. "Daaaaaavid."He stared into the shifting,
scraping wall of green. "Hello?"Jim and Bryan leapt out, roaring like monsters.To his credit,
David did not scream or fall down, but he did almost choke on a bite of donut.He sputtered,
"Guys!"They took turns chasing and scaring each other through the maze. David shared the rest
of his apple cider donuts with them as he led the way back to the pumpkin patch. Bryan
collected his egg-shaped pumpkin. Jim paced around his top ten choices.David sheepishly
pointed to the pile of smashed pumpkins. "I thought I could carry five."Bryan laughed. "Where
was Eddie? He's the only one who can carry five pumpkins.""He's stuck at football practice."Jim
returned, towing a cart full of pumpkins. "Well, he'd better come to my place soon. I need you
guys to try on your new costumes."They headed back to the big farmhouse with their
pumpkins.Jim's parents were waiting in the parking lot with his sister. He waved, pretending not
to notice how impatient they were to leave. "Hey David, we can drop you off on the way
home.""N'aw." David turned towards the gift shop. "I'm going to check out the Christmas
ornaments.""What?" Jim stamped his foot. "How could you? How could they? October has
barely even started!"David looked confused. "You know this place is a Christmas tree farm too,
right? They have these eggnog donuts -"Jim plugged his ears. "Blah blah! I can't hear you!" He
shuffled away, awkwardly pushing his cart with his foot.The other boys shrugged and parted
ways.Bryan rejoined his parents in the bakery to grab another cup of cider for the road.Jim
eventually piled his pumpkins into the waiting car. His sister nagged their mom and dad about
field hockey or some other stupid sport. The subject changed to their cousin's upcoming
wedding, or maybe parent-teacher night. He had already tuned them out.He cradled a pumpkin
in his lap and stared out the window. The reign of ticks, bees and poison ivy had ended. The
dark woods beckoned once again with glimpses of stone walls and the tumbledown ruins of
centuries past. He imagined hiking up the cemetery hill by moonlight to place a jack-o'-lantern
below the great twisted tree. He wanted to paint the Summerhill sky black with shrieking bats
and streaking witches. He didn't care about the boring world of school or sports, and he cared
even less if some random relative remarried. All he wanted to do was step through the thinning
veil of leaves and disappear into that other world.
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Michelle, “Not just for kids!. Great little book for all ages. After reading this book it made me miss
all the things I used to do during Halloween season and got me to do some of them. Mix of
Hocus Pocus meets the Goonies, cant beat that kind of adventure.”

Mike Rankin, “Arriving just in time for Halloween…. A group of adolescent friends begin
preparations for their favorite holiday, Halloween. Their Candy Club is now in session and the
planning of creepy costumes and pillowcase toting trick-or-treating routes are in full swing.
However the autumn wind brings more than just a chill and blowing leaves. A freak snowstorm
descends upon the town of Summerhill not only threatening to cancel the spooky holiday, but
simultaneously it opens a passage to a sinister spirit world. The boys now have the heavy
responsibility to not only save Halloween but battle restless beings of the supernatural world.
You know it’s that time of year when you see the friendly familiar writings of Jeff C. Carter. This
‘All Hallows Eve’ author once again bestows the sights, sounds and smells of harvest festivals
and pumpkin patches combined with the hometown childhood traditions of Halloween. Expect a
winter ‘Samhain’ experience full of vampires, werewolves and skeletons. With his creative
monster mind, Carter cleverly twists these creatures of the night into Frostferatu, snow-
werewolves and snowletons and takes the halloweenergy to a new level. Readers of all ages
will enjoy sinking their icicle fangs into this frightful piece of fiction full of lit jack-o-lanterns, gated
cemeteries and contorted dark woods. Cold Spell: The Halloween Curse Of Winterhill brings
back the tradition of Goosebumps in an enjoyable YA fashion. This is for those who like their
October 31st sprinkled with enough ice and bone to send chills up the spine. Not since
Nightmare Before Christmas has there been a better clash of holidays.”

A. Scott, “Perfectly Captures the Feeling of Halloween!. Jeff C Carter knows how to capture the
excitement & feelings of Halloween, & that's why I love his Halloween stories. It's nostalgic & fun
& action-packed. Here we have a group of boys who must save their town from the wintry curse
of a vengeful witch. Monsters, costumes, & jack o'lanterns galore, it's also about friendship and
trying to hold onto that feeling of the spookiest night of the year.”

Andi Finnell, “Friendship wins over everything. Y'all this is a really sweet middle grade book
about friendship and the love of Halloween. So it was perfect for me. When a freak blizzard
cancels trick-or-treating, a Halloween obsessed kid and his friends break the rules and go out
anyway, only to discover that a terrible curse has befallen on their town. This is Hocus Pocus
meets Goosebumps for sure! I really like how the author wrote this friendship. Even though they
argued and disagreed, they stuck together to save each other and their town. And the cover of
this book is so super cute!!!”

Pan | Book Reviews, “A wonderful, spooky, middle grade story.. The most wonderful and



spooktacular time of the year is near and I have just read the latest work of probably the official
ambassador for Halloween.Jeff C. Carter is for Halloween, what Santa is for Christmas and the
proof is in 'Cold Spell: The Halloween Curse of Winterhill'.This wonderful spooky middle grade
story, manages to fully entertain kids and adults who remain kids at heart.In this beautiful love
letter to Halloween, a freak blizzard cancels trick-or-treating. This does not stop the Halloween-
obsessed boys of Summerhill, New England from breaking the rules and go out. To their horror,
they discover that a terrible curse has befallen their town.What follows is a sweet, unique, fast
paced adventure of friendship and companionship against the powers of an evil witch that
threatens to destroy everything they hold dear.The nostalgia alone and the hauntingly beautiful
spooky autumn atmosphere that the author manages to sprinkle the pages with, is truly
phenomenal.It's like a cross between the sweeter version of IT with the good old Goosebumps
series.Extra bonus for the awesoooooome 'Spookabulary' (word builder supreme, essential for
every Halloween lover) along with a fantastic Monster Manual of the witch's minions.I loved this
book, not only because it evoked feelings of a good old time, but because it's the kind of material
that I would proudly introduce my kid to, when the little monster reaches the right age.I'm turning
42 next month but this lovely Halloween tale, made me a kid again.Perfect in every possible way.”

The book by Jeff C. Carter has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 8 people have provided feedback.
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